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THE NEW BASICS
The coronavirus crisis has forced us 
to reconsider many of our beliefs on 

different levels, including our new 
must-haves, which more than ever, 

should include sustainable elements.
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AS WE BEGIN TO SLOWLY emerge from the global lockdown of past 
few months to something resembling normal life and a glimpse of a 
new future ahead of us, many of us after months of wearing the same 
things and a general shopping hiatus will be thinking about hitting 
the refresh button on our wardrobes and like everything else in our 
new world reality, considering how we can approach it in a different 
way. The days of impulse buys and instant gratification feel more 
than a little out of step in the current climate both economically and 
culturally, as well as the collective mood of caution and sobriety.

So while this would traditionally be the time of year where our 
minds turned to summer vacations and all its attendant clothing 
requirements, since the majority of us likely won’t be heading to 
any far flung destinations anytime soon, and even if we are, a new 
bikini or summer sandal might not seem as necessary as  before, the 
pressure of carefully staged, performative IG holiday posting feeling 
perhaps less essential than it was pre pandemic.

The more likely scenario is a collective desire for pieces that will 
lighten our mood and gently uplift our current wardrobes, while 
we spend the summer months adjusting to the new normal in our 
immediate surroundings, workplaces and time zones. It’s also a 
time to not just be thinking about what we buy, but also zeroing in 
on where and how these pieces are made, and as part of this shift, 
supporting smaller, independent brands with a sustainability focus. 
Both from an economic standpoint because they need our support to 
stay afloat and also because if nothing else this pandemic has been 
a crash course in cause and effect, the power of community and a 
realisation that we need to protect our planet more than ever. The 
upshot being whether we’re in the market for a big-ticket purchase 
or a simple white t-shirt, conscious consumption no longer feels an 
add on but rather a new way of engaging with fashion. 

So where to start. Well, firstly there’s a lot of smaller sustainably 
minded brands out there catering to all kinds of tastes and wallets. 
In fact, you could safely shop your entire wardrobe needs from these 
brands should you choose to and not feel in any way cheated in your 
desire to celebrate and embrace fashion in all its myriad forms.  To 
note these are not 100% sustainable brands, a goal that requires 
future innovation, industry collaboration and some big sky thinking 
to become a reality, but they are all in some way contributing to the 
narrative of a more conscious fashion future. And as the saying goes 
from little acorns oak trees grow.

Tailoring never goes out of fashion and as some of us ease back 
into socially distanced office life it might feel like the right time to 
invest in some new work wear. One of my personal favourites is 
American brand, Another Tomorrow. Sustainability is at the core 
of the brand and their easy tailoring in soft hues and minimalist 

style details chimes perfectly with the current mood. There’s a pink 
mannish trouser suit in particular that is currently calling my name, 
and a cleverly curated edit of key pieces that could fulfil all your 
work life requirements. Then there’s Giuliva Heritage, an Italian 
brand focusing on locally made luxury tailoring and a slow fashion 
sensibility is also a great hunting ground for beautifully made, long 
lasting classics to underpin your working wardrobe.

And then for the more relaxed lifestyle pieces that bridge the gap 
between smart and casual with fashion savvy ease, Mara Hoffman 
offers a great line in easy pieces that combine breezy American 
sportswear aesthetics with minimalist lines all underpinned with an 
eco-conscious ethos. And the Moroccan based brand Marrakshi life 
set up by New Yorker Randall Bachner, combines local artisanal 
processes inspired by traditional North African dress codes with a 
slow fashion, made to order model, resulting in beautifully made 
unisex pieces that marry utility and craftsmanship. My favourite 
item is the boiler jumpsuit in lavender. The perfect summer mood 
booster in a one stop shop.  Australian brand Albus Lumen which 
focuses on offering full transparency as well as championing local 
production is the place to head for light wool dresses and separates 
for minimalist chic, throw on and go summer staples. And when 
the temperature goes down Lauren Manoogian and &Daughter are 
sustainably minded brands producing beautifully handcrafted knits 
that transcend seasons and feel like investment pieces.  For classic 
basic building block pieces British brands ninety percent make the 
best t-shirts and sports luxe pieces and for beautifully made classic 
shirts Emma Willis is the perfect hunting ground. And if it’s summer 
leather you are after then Nanushka's buttery soft, vegan leather 
separates look and feel just as luxurious as the real thing.

For more dressed up, fashion forward options then Mother of 
Pearl designed by Amy Powney, an early sustainability pioneer on 
the London fashion scene,  is a great label to explore for a quirky 
take on modern femininity. And for colour pops and interesting 
detailing New Zealand based brand Maggie Marilyn offers a whole 
host of options from playful summer dresses to candy coloured 
knitwear. Then for long summer days and nights Mimi Prober’s 
modern heirloom dresses crafted from antique fabrics with a 
Victorian spin are perfect for a heady dose of post lockdown romance

This is just a small selection of brands to consider. For further 
inspiration and shopping ease Matches Fashion's Responsible Edit 
and Net-a-Porter Sustain are a good place to head, both offering 
curated edits showcasing a great selection of items all underpinned 
with a sustainability angle.  So, there you have it. An embarrassment 
of riches to choose from and pieces to buy and cherish for the long 
haul. Happy conscious summer shopping. 

Top left and clockwise: 
Pieces by sustainable 
brands Albus Lumen, 
Another Tomorrow, 
Giuliva Heritage, 
Mother of Pearl and 
Mara Hoffman. AS WE ADJUST TO A NEW 

REALITY, WE DESIRE PIECES 
WHICH WILL LIFT OUR SPIRITS 
AND THOUGHTFULLY REFRESH 
OUR WARDROBE.

by Anne Marie Curtis


